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INTRODUCTION;

A ground magnetometer survey was carried out on St. Joe Canada's 
O 1 Neill property in February and March, 1987. The work was contracted to 
MPH Consulting Limited of Toronto.

The purpose of the survey was to map magnetically the extent of the 
Coldwell Intrusive Complex on the property, prior to conducting geological 
and geochemical surveys.

LOCATION AND ACCESS;

The O 1 Neill property consists of 30 unpatented mining claims located 
in O'Neill Township approximately 7.5kms northeast of the town of Marathon 
(Figure 1).

Access to the southern portion of the property is via a gravel logging 
road directly from the intersection of Highways 17 and 626. Access to the 
northern portion of the property is via boat on the Pic River which 
bisects the claim group.

The topography on the most southeastern claims overlying the intrusive 
rocks of the Coldwell Complex is rugged and dominated by north trending 
ridges. To the northeast over the Archean metavolcanic rocks the 
topography is more subdued and swampy in part.

GENERAL GEOLOGY;

The geology of the O 1 Neill property consists of Archean-age 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks of the Schreiber-Marathon 
greenstone belt in the northeast and the eastern rim of the 
Neohelikian-age Coldwell Aklaline Complex in the southwest.

  .

The east-west trending metavolcanic rocks are predominantly felsic in 
composition and include massive rhyolite flows and tuffs. Lean magnetite 
iron formation has also been mapped on the property.

The intrusive rocks are part of the Eastern Gabbro, a border phase of 
the large (approximately 25km in diameter) circular intrusive complex. 
Rhythmic layering with sulphide-rich horizons is locally developed within 
the Eastern Gabbro. Fleck Resources Ltd.'s Marathon property is situated 
immediately northwest of the O'Neill claims. Fleck has outlined 36 
million tons of mineralization grading 0.085 ounces per ton 
platinum/palladium and Q.45% copper.
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EXPLORATION HISTORY:

Previous exploration on the property has been directed to the base 
metal and gold potential of the metavolcanic rocks.

1965: Irish Copper Mines Ltd. carried out ground magnetometer and Ronka 
HLEM surveys over the volcanic rocks on the margin of the 
Coldwell Complex. They delineated 4 conductors, three of which 
were attributed to conductive overburden and one to pyritic 
rhyolite observed in outcrop.

1975: Shell Canada Ltd. commissioned Aerodat to conduct airborne 
magnetic and EM surveys. Several airborne conductors were 
outlined in the Pic River valley which contains a considerable 
thickness of varved silt and clay. The edge of the Coldwell 
Complex was well defined by a strong magnetic trend.

1983: Dome Explorations Inc. carried out a program of geological 
mapping, magnetometer and Induced Polarization surveys. 
Recommendations were made to drill test a conductive iron 
formation unit for its gold or base metal potential. There is no 
record that this work was carried out.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY;

MPH Consulting Limited of Toronto was contracted to carry out the 
magnetometer survey in February and March, 1987. A cut grid with lines 
spaced 100m apart and stations chained and picketed at 25m intervals was 
used for control.

Approximately 39.35 line kms of total field surveying was conducted. 
Readings were recorded every 12.5m on all north-south grid lines and at 
25m intervals on two east-west tie lines.

An EDA PPM 350 proton precision magnetometer was used to measure the 
total field values. An EDA PPM 400 base station was employed to record 
and correct for diurnal variations. The specifications for these 
instruments are given in Appendix A.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS;

The geophysical data was stored on diskette and computer generated
maps were produced and interpretated by St. Joe Mineral's geophysical
department in Tucson, Arizona.

The data are presented as stacked profiles and as contours. Both maps 
are at a scale of 1:2500. The data in the southwest portion of the area, 
apparently on gabbro, are very erratic and difficult to interpret. 
Therefore, median smoothing (filtering) was used to eliminate the 
one-station high and low spikes and two-station high-low (dipole)
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responses and generally to smooth the profiles. The median filter smooths
in such a manner that the widths of significant (multi-station) anomalies
are left more-or-less unaltered, making it a very helpful processing
technique for this sort of erratic data.

The contour map was computer processed by first gridding the 
drift-corrected median-filtered field data on a 6.25-meter square mesh 
with a minimum horizontal curvature algorithm. These gridded data were 
then Fourier transformed with a two-dimensional low-pass filter on a 
wavelength of 50 meters. After both median and low-pass filtering, most 
of the complicating, geologically uninteresting "noise" has been 
suppressed. These filtered data were then contoured on an interval of 200 
gammas. The posted values are drift corrected, unfiltered and unsmoothed 
magnetic readings as taken in the field.

The magnetic data in an overall sense divide the area roughly into 
three main north-south zones. The westernmost zone, roughly west of Line 
13+OOW, is relatively high magnetically and very erratic. It is presumed 
to be reflecting the gabbro. Some north-south to northwest-southeast 
continuity of trends can be inferred and may be distinct internal zones of 
the gabbro.

The central zone is magnetically low, often reaching 1500 gammas below 
the 59000 gamma background reference line. It is much smoother than the 
western zone and presumably relates to a mapped sequence of 
metavolcanics. Two or three isolated high areas are present within the 
broad low. A very pronounced northwest trending linear high is seen at or 
within 250 meters east of the river on Lines 2+OON through 5+OOS. The 
strongest response is present on Line 3+OOS where the high reaches about 
3500 gammas amplitude. It is open-ended to the south. This high could be 
an elongate magnetite-rich intrusion or possibly even an iron formation.

Another weaker high unit is noted near Tie Line 10+OOw on Lines 4+OON 
through 4+OOS and perhaps very weakly to a least Line 6+OOS and beyond. A 
strong high is present on Lines 8+OON and 9+OON (2500 gammas) near 7+50W. 
This high may be part of, or related to, a very strong low partially 
developed on the extreme west ends of these two lines. On Line 9+OON, 
this low is in excess of 16,000 gammas. More data are needed in this 
general area to define this very interesting feature.

The central zone is so low over much of its extent that it is 
considered possible that even though metavolcanics may be the exposed 
surface rock type, a reversed polarized intrusive at depth may be the 
actual cause of the magnetic response. This buried intrusive could be an 
interesting target particularly in the area of the very strong low unit 
partially defined just west of Lines 8+OON and 9+OON.

The eastern magnetic zone generally lies east of Tie Line 0+00 and is 
about 200 gammas above the reference datum and is quite featureless over 
most of its extent.
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This eastern zone is mapped as felsic metavolcanics (east of the Pic 
River and south of about Line 0+00). North of Line 0+00 and east of the 
river, the area is covered with glacial-fluvial clays and silts. This 
might explain in part why the magnetics are so uniform if these sediments 
are fairly thick and resting on relatively non-magnetic felsic volcanics.

Recommendations;

In adddition to the planned geological and geochemical surveys, an 
Induced Polarization survey is recommended to define specific drill 
targets. IP coverage should be considered particularly along and near the 
eastern margin of the gabbro and also over the area of the strong magnetic 
low near the west end of Lines 8+OON and 9+OON. The localized highs 
within the central low zone could also be covered with IP.
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I I, Robin Jewett of 883 Sunningdale Bend, Mississauga, Ontario do 
hereby certify that:

I
I. I am a graduate of the University of Toronto and hold a BSc degree in 

geological sciences (1977).

2. I am a geologist employed by St. Joe Canada Inc. and have practiced my 
l profession continuously since graduation.

3. I am a member of the Geological Association of Canada. 
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Robin Jowett

Dated at Toronto this 9th day of June, 1987.
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PPM-350
Field Magnetometer

Description
 The EDA OMNIMAC PPM-350 is a 

high-technology, proton precession
 total field magnetometer that 
^measures and records the earth's

magnetic field at the simple 
u:ouch of a key. It identifies and
 "ecords the location, time of each 
^measurement, computes the 

statistical error, and records the

Kecay and strength of the signal 
eing measured.

The PPM-350 is a microprocessor- 
ftased system and employs a 
Bnemory magnetometer concept

pioneered by EDA.

Kackaged in a compact, lightweight, 
jgged housing, the PPM-350 in 

corporates ergonomic-design 
features that provide maximum 

omfort and ease-of-operation in 
the field. It is used in a chest- 

amounted mode with a shoulder-
 larness. It has a large Liquid Crystal 
display for easy reading, even in 

direct sunlight, and its oversized
 ouch-sensitive keyboard permits 
wold-weather operation without 

having to remove gloves.

Functions
In a typical field survey operation, 
the PPM-350 can perform all of the 
following functions:
* A visual readout and storage of 

the following information in an 
absolutely secure memory 
that prevents data loss or 
tampering:
- total magnetic field 

magnitude
- time of measurement
- grid coordinates for every 

reading
- statistical error of total field 

reading
- signal strength and decay 

measurement
* Users have a choice of three 

input, or data storage, modes:
- manual record
- spot record
- automatic update record

* Users also have a choice of three 
output modes:
- to a DCU-200 magnetic 

cassette recorder
- to a DCU-040 or DCU-400 

thermal printer
- to any RS-232C-compatible 

microcomputer
* Each reading is automatically 

assigned a record number which 
can also be used to identify loca 
tions of measurements taken 
off the grid. This also serves to 
recall data, as well, simply by key 
ing in the record number.

' " Sub-grid coordinates and posi 
tion up-date are given, permit 
ting more detailed study within 
the main grid, without altering 
main grid data.

* Many readings can be taken at 
one point to verify a reading, 
without updating the position.

Features and Benefits
Productivity Up, Costs Down

Users of the OMNIMAC 
PPM-350 can enjoy in 
creases in survey produc 
tivity by as much as 500Xo 
because of the solid-state 

. features that are designed 
into it. This increase in pro 
ductivity, with resultant 
lower survey costs, is 
made possible because it 
enables the operator to 
take measurements f aster 
and with greater accuracy 

than"fonventional techniques 
permit. This, in turn, allows the 
survey operator to spend more 
time in the field surveying 
significantly more area than would 
be otherwise possible.
Automatic Diurnal Correction
Diurnal variations are corrected 
automatically and in just a few 
minutes, instead of the two or 
three hours required in manual 
operation. The raw total field data 
collected and stored in the PPM-350 
is corrected by the PRM-400 Base 
Station Magnetometer through a 
single cable link. Using the linear 
interpolation method, corrected 
data is produced faster and more 
accurately, because the possibility 
of human error is reduced.
Programmable Grid coordinates
Measurements are also made 
faster and more accurately 
because the location of each 
reading is taken automatically on 
an incremental basis, and recorded 
along with the time of that 
measurement. An additional 
benefit of this feature is that it 
can provide the basis for computer 
plotting to obtain survey profiles.
Highly Reproduceable Data
The PPM-350 provides users with 
the highest confidence level in the
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l justry. Its highly reproduceable 
"ata is a result of four leading-

(^ge design features that 
Tiinate the need for taking 

idltiple readings:
- An exclusive Signal Processing

I (Technique* 
constant Energy Polarization 
that maintains equal energy to

| i:he sensor even when the main 
pattery supply decreases 

- Sensitivity to  0.02 gamma that
  ensures repeatability of readings 
m Automatic Fine-Tuning that takes 
  the previous reading as the base 

for the next
l ponomic Design
Operator comfort and efficiency 
were prime considerations in

I ? design of the new PPM-350. It 
.jghtweight and is encased in a 

rugged housing that permits

Ieration in a wide variety of field 
fditions. The oversize keyboard 
ables the operator to take 

I^asurements without removing 
wes. Large LCD's make reading 

Jch easier, even in bright 
sunlight.

jldwork simplified
ce each reading is automatically 

nred in a non-volatile memory, 
1 j need to make handwritten 
c'ebook entries on total field 

magnitude, time of reading, line 
m l station numbers, etc. is
 j ninated. This reduces the need 
for notebook usage by the

K frater, thereby improving pro- 
tivity. Also, it allows field 

i veys to be made under all 
weather conditions.

S nputer compatible 
:DA OMNIMAG systems can in- 

Ir :ace with any computer using 
I32C standard. This enables 

i eration of profiles, contour
 naps, etc.

Sil

l

other Features
* Data Recall. Daily readings can 

be recalled either by record 
number or in sequence.

* Non-Volatile Memory. A lithium 
battery with a life-expectancy of 
4 years provides total protection 
of data stored in memory and of 
the real-time clock in case the 
primary battery runs down or is 
removed.

* Environmental Dependability. 
PPM-350 operates in temperature 
extremes of -350 C to 55 0 C. At
-250C, a heater automatically 
activates to ensure LCD perfor 
mance. Environmental sealing 
allows operation in very high 
humidity and in driving rain.

* Higher Gradient Tolerance. 
More accurate readings are 
obtained because the PPM-350's 
optimized sensor geometry and 
reduced size result in higher 
tolerances to local gradients.

* Power Supply Versatility. Users 
can choose from a variety of 
power packages:
- rechargeable sealed lead acid

battery belt or cartridge 
- disposable alkaline "C" cell

battery belt or cartridge. 
Error Analysis. This unique 
feature is a great time saver 
because the calculation of the 
statistical error of each reading 
lets the operator make an on- 
the-spot decision whether that 
reading should be stored or not. 
Memory Upgrade. The stan 
dard memory of 1383 readings 
is optionally expandable up to 
2555 readings.
Decimal Spacing. Intermediate 
readings can be stored every 
12.5 units, while using the usual 
25-unit station interval. 
Internal Real-Time Clock. More 
accurate and reliable measure 
ments can be made and stored 
because time is taken to the 
nearest second. Also, the 
operator need not wear a wrist- 
watch, which is a common and 
often overlooked source of 
magnetic interference.

7-iC'O-

:TC-O-

Uncorrected Data 
PPM-550

9

Base 
station 
Data 
PPM-400

corrected Data

Corrected data output format: Corrected total
field reading; applied drift direction; statistical error;
line t. position numbers; recording mode, normalized

decay rate and amplitude of sensor signal.

IJ Pec ::i



Specifications
Dynamic Range
Sensitivity
Statistical Error Resolution
Standard Memory Capacity
Absolute Accuracy

pisplay Resolution 
Capture Range

bisplay

Dradient Tolerance 
Sensor

sensor Cable

Operating Environmental Range

Power Supply

Battery Cartridge Life

Weight and Dimensions 
i Instrument Console only 
l Lead Acid Battery Cartridge

Sensor 
System Complement

18,000 to 93,000 gammas 
 0.02 gamma 
0.01 gamma
1583 data blocks or readings 
  15 ppm at 23 0 C, 50 ppm over 
the operating temperature range 
0.1 gamma
± 2 5 0Xo relative to ambient field 
strength of last stored value 
Custom-designed, ruggedized liquid 
crystal display with an operating 
temperature range from -350C to 
+ 550C
5,000 gammas per meter 
Optimized miniature design. 
Magnetic cleanliness is consistent 
with the specified absolute accuracy 
Remains flexible in temperature 
range; includes low strain connector 
-350 C to + 550 C ; Q-100% relative 
humidity; weather-proof 
Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed 
lead acid battery cartridge or belt; 
or, Disposable "C" cell battery car 
tridge or belt
2,000 to 5,000 readings, depending 
upon ambient temperature and 
rate of readings

3.4 kg, 238 x 150 x 250 mm
1.9kg
1.2 kg, 56 mm diameter x 200 mm
Electronics console; sensor
with 3-meter cable; sensor staff;
power supply; harness assembly;
operation manual.

EDA is a pioneer in the development 
of advanced geophysical systems 
and has created many innovations 
that increase field productivity and 
lower survey costs.

EDA's OMNIMAG series consists of 
the PPM-350 Total Field Magne 
tometer, PPM-400 Base Station 
Magnetometer, and the PPM-500 
Vertical Gradiometer. Contact us 
now for details.

EDA Instruments Inc. 
1 Thornclif fe Park Drive 
Toronto. Ontario 
Canada M4H1C9 
Telex 06 25222 EDA TOR 
Cable instruments Toronto 
(4161 425 7800

musA.
E O A instruments Inc
5151 Ward Road
Wheat Ridge. Colorado
U.S.A 80055
Telex 00 450681 OVR
(5051422-9112



PPM Series
fwtable Magnetometers

l 

l

fM-SOO Magnetic Gradiometer 
Ih a sensitivity of better than 

O.InT per metre, the PPM-500 repre- 
flits the world's first inexpensive 
MI h reliability vertical gradiometer, 
ffaddition to providing the differ 
ential reading between the two sen- 
J s, the upper of which is typically 

3e metres above the ground, it also 
vides the absolute measurement 

of .the total field. All readings are taken 
ultaneously. Other features such 

grid co-ordinate incrementing, 
e recording, statistical error analy 

sis and data storage are identical to 
~bse in the PPM-300.

prov 
ofth

mie 
sis

l
DATA COLLECTION UNITS

Isneral Description 
ese compact and sturdy field por 

table data recording devices may ser- 
Ie any number of PPM-300's, 400's 

500's. Each is either battery or AC 
wered, and meets with the high 

standards of reliability customary 
I'EDA's products.lU-100 Thermal Printer

This data recorder prints 20 charac-
 s per line at a rate of 1.5 lines per 
Bcond, thus providing a listing of 
Kily results.

 bu-200 Magnetic Cassette
Reorder
Data recorded from the magnetom-

Krs in this manner may be corn 
er processed in the field or office 
tpeed operations and reduce 

human error. Computer compatible

f"0 232 I/O port allows direct input to 
st computers.

l 

I 

l

i

TIME

l

LINE

  '

SUBGRID

"

ERROR

"J

POS

i,

UPDATE

O

FIELD

i

SPACING

 '

CHANGE

I.NU.H

GRAD

.1

SPOT REC

M

MAN REC

t

The PPM Series joins a 
successful line of advanced in 
struments and systems used in the 
fields of geophysics, geo 
chemistry, and environmental 
monitoring.

NOT ACTUAL SIZE

EDA instruments Inc., HP.ICI Offirc l lnorncliffe Mrk Drive Toronto Oin.ici.) V.-IH K.9 
Tciopn;---' i.:--,i .1217'-oo. THOX: or, 2 5222 EDA TOW cables NSTPUMENT:. TORONTO

in UW EDA Instruments Inc., SIS1 W.ira ROJCI. Wheot Ricige. COloiMclo 80055 
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General Description
The portable PPM Series magnetom 
eters consist of four standard field 
units which have a number of com 
mon features and specifications. 
They represent the most advanced 
application of microprocessor 
technology, sophisticated software 
and system design available to date.

Standard features of all units include:

Improved accuracy. 
Enhanced data reliability and 
validity.
Automatic fine tuning. 
Programmable 24 hour clock. 
5000nT per metre gradient toler 
ance.

. Unique interchangeable sensor 
design.
Only two simple controls, a key 
pad and mode switch. 
Custom-designed low temperature 
LCD which displays field reading, 
error, time, signal quality and decay 
rate, battery status and descriptors.
Elimination of all cables by attach 
ing sensor to console. 
Patent pending signal processing 
technique.

: Statistical error analysis of signal.
i Keypad with audio feedback.
; Switch selectable test mode to 

verify subsystem status and system 
performance.

: : Internal lithium battery back-up 
system to protect status tables, 
programmes and data. 
Constant energy polarization. 
Convenient snap-in power car 
tridges containing any disposable 
"C" cells or rechargeable sealed 
lead acid batteries. 
Operating temperature - 300 C 
to *500 C.
Rugged custom designed alu 
minum investment cast case offer 
ing complete protection against 
rain and dust.
Lightweight construction. Weighs 
as little as 4.0kg.

PPM-200 Total Field 
Magnetometer
As the basic unit in the series, the 
PPM-200 measures the earth's 
magnetic field to sensitivities of 
0.1nT and displays the resulting 
data on the high visibility LCD. 
This unit has automatic power-off 
capability to prevent the unneces 
sary consumption of power. The 
standard sensor attached to the 
main electronics console leaves 
the operator with complete freedom 
from cables and the incessant 
problems they create. This unit can 
be upgraded at a later date to 
higher capability levels by adding 
additional electronics, memory and 
software subroutines.

PPM-300 Total Field 
Magnetometer
This model is the most advanced 
field magnetometer in the world. 
In addition to providing the total 
field magnitude and time, it also 
records on its internal solid state 
memory, the grid coordinates 
(line and station) and reading error. 
The non-volatile memory can store 
up to 700 data blocks, therefore 
eliminating any need to record data 
manually. Accumulated data is 
regularly transferred into either of 
two Data Collection Units, the 
DCU-100 Thermal Printer or the 
DCU-200 Magnetic Cassette Re 
corder. The use of the latter unit 
permits the complete computer 
handling of data which includes 
background and diurnal correc 
tions, automatic plotting and rou 
tine geophysical interpretation.

PPM-400Base Station 
Magnetometer
This integral sensor and console 
package is the first magnetometer 
specifically designed for base 
station applications, which include 
airborne and ground survey cor 
rections. It's unique configuration 
allows it to be set up above the ground 
and away from hazards and local 
magnetic interferences. Unlike 
other base station magnetometers 
which havea limited numberof 
switch selected sample periods and 
limited versatility, the PPM-400 is 
completely programmable through 
its keypad. This includes operator 
selection of either relative (differ 
ential) or absolute measurements. 
As in the PPM-300, all data is 
stored internally in a high capacity 
non-volatile memory which is trans 
ferred periodically into either the 
DCU-100 or DCU-200. Also unique 
to this instrument is a "snooze" 
alarm to conserve power. In simple 
terms, the microprocessor acts as 
an alarm clock and turns power- 
draining circuitsoff following each 
reading and automatically powers 
up just prior to taking a subsequent 
reading.
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t/

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work. 30

Mi niQfl ftecprfler ^ y

Certification Verifying Report of WorTP7 -^

1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

3 otvAi (\ ~~ Se^ *Su ^
Or*-. LGtT l M U

Ir^L^ O^A rri^^acLfi^
Date Certified Ccri;i**,i oy (SMnatyreJ
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Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) . 6? 
Township or Area O'fylJ/f
Claim HnlHer(s) Si . Z

Lgfo Cite

/stix - / -

Survey Company ffi P U Cot^j^.i

Author of Report. 
Address of.
Covering Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line Cut —
(linecutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer—
—Radiometric——
—Other.^—-.—

DAYS 
per claim.

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special proviiion credit! do not apply to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric

^

(enter day* per claim)

SIGNATURE:
Report or Agent

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date im Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

...
(prefix) (number)

l

i
a

TOTAL

837 (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS   If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey %
Number of Stations 
Station interval. 
Profile scale__

AOf? hf\ Dr\T)e

5bo X/CPfl

.Number of Readings 

.Line spacing —

Contour interval fV OO ^\

Instrument.
Accuracy — Scale constant
Diurnal correction method

ftPtw S6-Q

Base Station check-in interval (hours).
Base Station location and value OPv "fiO \US4 LO 

Q-

GNETIC

RO

EL

Instrument ,

Coil configuration 
Coil separation — 
Accuracy ————— 
Method: 
Frequency-————

Parameters measured.

Q Fixed transmitter Q Shoot back [H In line O Parallel line

(ipecify V.L.F. nation)

RA

Instrument.
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

2
O
H
*C
S
IH

tf
<

2
Q
U

C
2

SH

g

^H

fe
•H
VIa
06

Instrument ————————— 
Method D Time Domain
Parameters — On time . 

- Off time
time.

— Integration time.
Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode

Q Frequency Domain
— Frequency —^^..^

— Range_______



SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument————————————————————————————————————— Range.
Survey Method —————————————————————————————————————————

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument ———.

Values measured.
Energy windows (levels) ———-———^—-———————^^^—————-——————-—
Height of instrument—————————-——-—-————-——^—Background Count.
Size of detector ————————---————--———^——————^-.—.—.^-———.————...
Overburden ̂ ____________

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.)
Type of survey———————————————————————— 
Instrument —————————————————————————— 
Accuracy——————————————————————————
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s)——— 

Instrument(s) —————
(specify for each type of survey)

Accuracy—————^————-^—^—
(specify for each type of survey) 

Aircraft used————————————-.—————..—————————.

Sensor altitude.
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude——____________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area________________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material) 
Average Sample Weight———————

Method of Collection———————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth———— 
Terrain————————

Drainage Development———————————— 
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS
Values expressed in: per cent 

p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

D 
D 
D

Cu, Pb, 

Others—

Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle)

Field Analysis (.
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method. 
Reagents Used——

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. ^———————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis^—.—

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method . 
Reagents Used——.

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory— 
Extraction Method 

Analytical Method —— 
Reagents Used —————

.tests)

.tests)

.tests)

GeneraL Genera].
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Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

July 27, 1987

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
435 James Street South
P.O. Box 5000
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7C 5G6

Dear Madam:

RE: Notice of Intent dated June 30, 1987 
Geophysical (Magnetometer) Survey on 
Mining Claims TB 907292, et al, in the 
Seeley Lake Area

Your File: 
Our File:

152
2.10135

The assessment work credits, as listed with the above-mentioned 
Notice of Intent, have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims and 
so indicate on your records.

Yours sincerely,

R.M. Charnesky (Ms.)
Acting Manager
Mining Lands Section
Mineral Development and Lands Branch
Mines and Minerals Division

Whitney Block, Room 6610 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3

Telephone: (416) 965-4888

(^-DK/mc
cc: St. Joe Canada Inc 

Toronto, Ontario

Mr. G.H. Ferguson
Mining b Lands Commissioner
Toronto, Ontario

Robin Jewett 
Mississauga, Ontario

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Encl.



Ministry of 
* Northern Development

Ontario

Technical Assessment 
Work Credits

Date

June 30, 1987

File

2.10135
Mining Recorder'* Report of 
Work U 1 52

Recorded Holder

ST. JOE CANADA INC
Township or Area

SEELEY LAKE AREA

Type of survey and number of 
Assessment days credit per claim

Geophysical

Magnetometer df) (Hays

Other rtays

Section 77 (19) See "Mining Claims Assessed" column

Geological riays

Gpoohpmioal rlays

Man days [~j Airborne l j 

Special provision QJ Ground [x)

( l Credits have been reduced because of partial 
coverage of claims.

[~~l Credits have been reduced because of corrections 
to work dates and figures of applicant.

Mining Claims Assessed

TB 924792 to 800 inclusive 
907294 to 304 inclusive 
907306 to 10 inclusive 
908732 
908738

Special credits under section 77 (16) for the following mining claims

20 DAYS MAGNETOMETER 10 DAYS MAGNETOMETER

TB 907292-93 TB 907305

No credits have been allowed for the following mining claims

|~~] not sufficiently covered by the survey [~] insufficient technical data filed

The Mining Recorder may reduce the above credits if necessary in order that the total number of approved assessment days recorded on each claim does not 
exceed the maximum allowed as follows: Geophysical - 80; Geologocal - 40; Geochemical - 40; Section 77(19)-60.

828 (85/12)
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CANADA INC.

GEOPHYSICS
DEPARTMENT
TUCSON, ARIZONA

Smoothed
Total-Field

Magnetic Profiles

O'Neill Option
Marathon Area

Northwestern Ontario

scale 1:2500

profile scale 500 gammas/cm

Map 2
DATA BY

MPH CONSULTING
PLOTTED BY~~

GRAFON 1E

SURVEY DATE

MAY 1987
PLOT DATE

27-MAY-87
CHECKED BY
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GEOPHYSICS 
DEPARTMENT
TUCSON, ARIZONACANADA INC.
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Magnetic Contours
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